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Abstract We present a detailed study of the dynamics of
light in passive nonlinear resonators with shallow and deep
intracavity periodic modulation of the refractive index in
both longitudinal and transverse directions of the resonator.
We investigate solutions localized in the transverse direc-
tion (so-called Bloch cavity solitons) by means of envelope
equations for underlying linear Bloch modes and solving
Maxwell’s equations directly. Using a round-trip model for
forward and backward propagating waves we review differ-
ent types of Bloch cavity solitons supported by both focus-
ing (at normal diffraction) and defocussing (at anomalous
diffraction) nonlinearities in a cavity with a weak-contrast
modulation of the refractive index. Moreover, we identify
Bloch cavity solitons in a Kerr-nonlinear all-photonic crys-
tal resonator solving Maxwell’s equations directly. In or-
der to analyze the properties of Bloch cavity solitons and
to obtain analytical access we develop a modified mean-
field model and prove its validity. In particular, we demon-
strate a substantial narrowing of Bloch cavity solitons near
the zero-diffraction regime. Adjusting the quality factor and
resonance frequencies of the resonator optimal Bloch cavity
solitons in terms of width and pump energy are identified.
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1 Introduction
Passive planar resonators with a nonlinear optical response
are known to exhibit many important and fundamental ef-
fects such as optical bistability, modulational (spatial) in-
stability, and spatial pattern formation [1–4]. They can also
support spatially localized nonlinear modes, so-called cavity
solitons (CS) [4–10]. Cavity solitons are either associated
with locked switching waves between two stable homoge-
neous solutions [7] or appear near a region of modulational
instability of these homogeneous solutions [8]. Because of
the permanent energy exchange between an external pump
and intrinsic losses they belong to the general class of dissi-
pative solitons [11] and are therefore strong attractors. Thus
they can be excited from a wide range of initial conditions,
the basin of attraction. Illuminating a resonator by a plane
holding beam, CSs appear as spatially localized domains in
the reflected or transmitted fields, which are “switched up”
or “switched down” for bright or dark CSs, respectively. The
properties of CSs have been studied both theoretically and
experimentally during the last two decades (for reviews see
[4, 7, 8, 10]).
In accordance with the general paradigm of spatial soli-
ton formation the diffraction of waves has to be compen-
sated by the nonlinear frequency shift. Therefore the cru-
cial linear parameter which determines the existence range
of CSs and their properties is the net diffraction of the res-
onator. Bright CSs exist for focusing nonlinearities com-
bined with normal (positive) diffraction. In mean-field mod-
els the CS size directly scales with the square root of the
diffraction coefficient. Thus the potential applications of
CSs in optical memory or optical routing devices [10] de-
pend crucially on the strength of diffraction, and their ap-
plicability can be strongly improved by a proper diffraction
management. For instance, the strength of diffraction can be
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reduced theoretically to arbitrarily small values by inserting
a layer of left-handed materials (LHM) in the cavity of an
optical microresonator [12]. In this case the inherent non-
locality of LHMs can significantly change the properties of
CSs setting a new minimal size limit [13]. A more realis-
tic possibility for diffraction management is to employ pho-
tonic structures with a spatially modulated refractive index
such as photonic lattices and crystals [14–16] which, among
other properties, allow the modification of the net diffraction
of the propagating light beams. Diffractionless propagation
of narrow beams in periodic photonic structures (PPSs) was
demonstrated [17–19]. The modulation of the refractive in-
dex was shown to modify also the nonlinear light propaga-
tion, including the generation of different types of conserva-
tive spatial solitons for both focusing and defocussing non-
linearities [16, 20, 21], and also at the zero-diffraction point
[22].
The manipulation of diffraction was readily utilized in
dissipative systems, too. Even in the simplest case of a one-
dimensional shallow modulation of the refractive index new
important effects were predicted. The modulation can mod-
ify and even inhibit modulational instability in nonlinear res-
onators as proposed in [23, 24] and as recently studied ex-
perimentally in dissipative feedback systems [25]. The for-
mation of discrete CSs [26, 27], lattice-CSs and multi-band
lattice-CSs [28] were predicted for a modulation of the re-
fractive index in one transverse direction. Dissipative Bragg
solitons [29, 30] are possible, provided that the index is
modulated in the direction of light propagation, i.e., in the
longitudinal direction. In the intermediate case, i.e., if the
light propagates at an angle with respect to the modulation
direction, a special class of dissipative solitons, so-called
mid-band solitons, were found. These solitons have no coun-
terparts in conservative systems and were shown to exist in
lasers with a periodic lateral modulation of the refractive in-
dex [31, 32] and in arrays of coupled Kerr-nonlinear cavi-
ties [33].
Diffraction manipulation in nonlinear dissipative systems
was studied more extensively for one-dimensional modula-
tions. Recently it was proposed to combine these approaches
and to consider the propagation of light in nonlinear me-
dia with a weak-contrast modulation in both longitudinal
and transverse directions [34, 35]. This allowed merging of
two areas, diffraction management of two-dimensional (2D)
Bloch waves and dissipative solitons in nonlinear resonators.
Note that only linear properties of such resonators have been
considered experimentally so far [36, 37].
In this paper we review our recent results on the dynam-
ics of light in passive nonlinear resonators with a periodic
modulation of the refractive index both in longitudinal and
transverse direction of the resonator (2D periodic photonic
structure). We consider two possible configurations of the
intracavity PPS. One of them is a nonlinear resonator with a
Fig. 1 (a) A nonlinear resonator with an intracavity 2D weak-contrast
periodic photonic structure. (b) Geometry of the all-photonic crystal
resonator
shallow (weak-contrast) periodic modulation of the refrac-
tive index [Fig. 1(a)]. It serves as a starting point for under-
standing the fundamental physics of nonlinear localization
in terms of Bloch modes. This system is described by means
of a paraxial round-trip model based on plane waves with
the modulation as a perturbation (see Sect. 2). In Sect. 3 a
generalized mean-field approach is introduced, accounting
also for higher-order diffraction terms. The existence of lo-
calized states or Bloch cavity solitons (BCSs) is discussed
in Sect. 4.
The second configuration, a Kerr-nonlinear all-photonic
crystal Fabry–Pérot resonator [38] with a high-index con-
trast [Fig. 1(b)], is introduced in Sect. 5. In order to exploit
the diffraction management at most, in Sect. 6 we study
the light dynamics in this system, where the strong index
modulation is on the wavelength scale. We identify BCSs in
such a structured resonator solving Maxwell’s equations di-
rectly. The substantial narrowing of the solitons close to the
zero-diffraction regime is explained in Sect. 7 by means of
a Bloch mode based mean-field model developed in Sect. 3.
The paper is concluded in Sect. 8.
2 Mathematical model for a weak-contrast PPS
We consider a planar nonlinear resonator with a weak-
contrast refractive index modulation in longitudinal (z)
and in one transverse (x) direction, forming a 2D peri-
odic structure [Fig. 1(a)]. Using the ansatz E (x, z, t) =
[u+ (x, z, t) eik0z−iω0t + u− (x, z, t) e−ik0z−iω0t ] for the
electric field, a paraxial traveling-wave model for this sys-
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tem can be derived as
i
(
1
vg
∂u+
∂t
+ ∂u
+
∂z
)
+ 1
2k0
∂2u+
∂x2
+ V (x, z)u+
+ ξ(|u+|2 + 2|u−|2)u+ = 0,
i
(
1
vg
∂u−
∂t
− ∂u
−
∂z
)
+ 1
2k0
∂2u−
∂x2
+ V (x, z)u−
+ ξ(|u−|2 + 2|u+|2)u− = 0,
(1)
where u+(x, z, t) and u−(x, z, t) are the slowly varying am-
plitudes of the forward and backward propagating plane
waves, k0 = nω0 /c is the modulus of the wave vector, vg is
the group velocity, and ω0 is the operating frequency. For the
periodic photonic structure we assume a harmonic modula-
tion V (x, z) = 4m cos(qxx) cos(qzz) of the refractive index
in the resonator. We consider both focusing (ξ > 0) and de-
focussing (ξ < 0) Kerr nonlinearities. The longitudinal (z)
and transverse (x) coordinates are normalized with respect
to x0 = √l0/2k0, where l0 is some normalization constant
(typical length).
First we neglect the nonlinear terms of (1). Utilizing the
2D periodicity of the linear potential V (x, z) and applying
Bloch’s theorem the intracavity field can be expanded in
terms of spatial harmonics with a common component of
the transverse wave vector kx as
u±(x, z) = A±(x, z)e±ikz(kx)z+ikxx
×
(∑
l
∑
p
al,p(kx)e
i(lqxx∓pqzz)
)
. (2)
Here the terms in the sum denote 2D Bloch waves [solutions
of the linear part of (1)] with slowly varying envelopes A±.
Substituting (2) into (1) for the (forward) propagating wave
and considering stationary propagation, we get the coupled
set of equations
kz(kx)al,p = pqzal,p
− (kx + lqx)
2
2k0
al,p + m
∑
al±1,p±1. (3)
In the limit of vanishing modulation m → 0 we obtain a
set of parabolas for the spatial dispersion relation, kz(kx) =
−(2k0)−1(kx + lqx)2 + pqz, all shifted with respect to the
basic one by integers of the longitudinal and transverse
components of the wave vectors of the index modulation
q = (lqx,pqz).
The iso-frequency curves kz = f (kx) determine the res-
onance properties of the resonator filled with the PPS. The
resonance condition is kz = πη/L, where the integer η des-
ignates the longitudinal modes, and L is the cavity length.
The left (z = 0) and right (z = L) resonator mirrors are ac-
counted for by the boundary conditions
u+(x, z = 0, t) = ρ eiΦ/2 u−(x, z = 0, t) + H eiKx,
u−(x, z = L, t) = ρ eiΦ/2 u+(x, z = L, t), (4)
where ρ is the reflection coefficient of the mirrors (for sim-
plicity, we assume two identical mirrors of the cavity), and
H is the amplitude of the holding beam. The net phase shift
Φ = ϕ0 + 2k0L consists of the phase shifts due the reflec-
tion at the mirrors ϕ0 and due to propagation of linear waves
in the resonator without the modulation 2k0 L, which is split
off the propagation model (1) as a fast oscillating term. Tak-
ing into account the boundary conditions (4) the intracavity
field amplitude in the linear limit is
A = H
1 − ρ2 exp(i(2kzL + Φ))
≈ H/(1 − ρ
2)
1 − iρ2(2kzL + Φ − 2πη)/(1 − ρ2) . (5)
The approximation (5) describes the amplitude of the in-
tracavity field near the longitudinal resonance η. The res-
onance condition is Φres + 2kz(kx)L = 2πη, for any pos-
itive integer η. For a homogeneous cavity and a non-tilted
holding beam (m = 0 and kx = K = 0) the resonance con-
dition simplifies to Φ(ωη) ≡ 2Lnωη/c + ϕ0 = 2πη giving
the resonance frequency of the ηth longitudinal resonance as
ωη = (πη − ϕ0/2)c/nL. The imaginary part of the denomi-
nator in (5) describes the normalized effective detuning from
the nearest resonance frequency
Δeff = 2Lρ2 kz(kx)1 − ρ2 + Δ. (6)
This effective detuning includes the frequency shift in-
duced by the PPS as well as the frequency detuning
of the holding beam from the nearest longitudinal res-
onance ωη of the empty (homogeneous) resonator Δ =
2Lρ2(ω0 − ωη)n/c(1 − ρ2). Then setting the effective
detuning to zero Δeff = 0 we can rewrite the resonance
condition using the frequency detuning parameter Δres =
−kz(kx)2Lρ2/(1 − ρ2). That way the presence of the res-
onator imposes the resonance condition on the longitudinal
component of the wave vectors of the Bloch modes. The res-
onance structure of the resonator filled with PPS resembles
the band structure of the PPS itself (see Fig. 2). In accor-
dance with (6), the dispersion relation of the linear waves or
resonances in the cavity reflects the dispersion properties of
Bloch waves propagating in the photonic structure between
the mirrors. We note that not only ωη but all longitudinal
resonances contribute to the resonance structure of the PPS
resonator giving rise to several coexisting resonances (see
Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 Linear resonances of the cavity with PPS for two modulations
m = 0.2 (a) and m = 0.5 (b). The blue-thick lines represent resonances
which belong to the same longitudinal modes of the cavity but to dif-
ferent photonic bands, whereas black thick lines correspond to differ-
ent longitudinal modes. The symbols P1, P2 designate the areas of
photonic bands supporting different types of BCSs. Parameters are:
L = 4.5, qx = 1.571, qz = 1.396, ρ = 0.98
3 Modified mean-field model for Bloch waves for
high-contrast photonic crystals
The dielectric distribution in high-contrast PPSs cannot be
considered anymore as a weak perturbation of a homoge-
neous medium, i.e., (1) cannot be used to describe the prop-
agation of light. Instead, envelope equations based on the
vectorial Bloch waves as exact solutions of Maxwell’s equa-
tions can be employed, because, in contrast to the dielectric
structure, diffraction and nonlinearity can still be considered
as perturbations for wide enough beams and not too large
field amplitudes. The equations for the slowly varying en-
velopes of forward and backward propagating Bloch modes
can be derived as (cf. [39–41])
i
(
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vg
∂A+
∂t
+ ∂A
+
∂z
)
− 1
2
∂2kz
∂k2x
∂2A+
∂x2
+ 1
24
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∂4A+
∂x4
+ ξeff
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1
vg
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−
∂z
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− 1
2
∂2kz
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∂2A−
∂x2
+ 1
24
∂4kz
∂k4x
∂4A−
∂x4
+ ξeff
(|A−|2 + 2|A+|2)A− = 0.
(7)
Due to their formal similarity to the envelope equations for
nonlinear homogeneous media the standard formalism for
deriving the mean-field equations for high-finesse planar
resonators can be applied. We expect that the essential fea-
tures and fundamental physics of BCS formation, namely,
the interplay between linear dispersion (band structure) and
nonlinear effects, can be captured with this simple mean-
field model based on Bloch modes.
Applying the corresponding boundary conditions [anal-
ogous to (4)] imposed by the mirrors as described in [4]
the scaled mean-field equation for the transmitted amplitude
u(x) = A+(x, z = L) around one of the resonances (ωres) is
i
∂u
∂t
+ D(2) ∂
2u
∂x2
+ D(4) ∂
4u
∂x4
+ γ (i + Δeff)u + δ|u|2u = uin,
(8)
where uin the external pump. Deriving this equation the loss
γ is given via the relation
1/γ = τph = 2Lng(ωres)ρ2/c
(
1 − ρ2),
where τph is the photon lifetime in the cavity, L the cavity
length, ng(ω) the group index inside the cavity, and ρ the
reflectivity of the mirrors (in terms of the field amplitudes).
The quality factor of the cavity is then Q = ωresτph/2.
For a given frequency ω0 the (normalized) detuning from
a resonance ωres is defined as Δeff = τph(ω0 − ωres) =
2Q(ω0/ωres −1). The leading second- and forth-order terms
of the dispersion relation are given by
D(2) = − c
ng(ωres)
∂2kz
∂k2x
, (9)
D(4) = c
12ng(ωres)
∂4kz
∂k4x
. (10)
Note that mean-field equation (8) coincides with the conven-
tional model for the Kerr-nonlinear resonator [1] except for
the additional fourth-order diffraction term. Recently simi-
lar equations were obtained simulating soliton propagation
in arrays of coupled cavities [33] and for an optical mi-
croresonator containing an additional left-handed material
layer [13].
4 Bloch cavity solitons in a weak-contrast PPS
First, we demonstrate the existence of stable CSs in the
framework of the round-trip model (1). Note that a stable
CS in the homogeneous cavity is a non-mean-field analog
of the well-studied cavity soliton solution in the Lugiato–
Lefever model [1]. In accordance with the general theory of
CSs, the holding beam frequency has to be detuned slightly
below (above) the resonance frequency of the linear disper-
sive waves of the cavity for a focusing (defocussing) nonlin-
earity. This means that for the focusing (defocussing) non-
linearity the effective detuning from the corresponding lin-
ear resonance Δeff has to be negative (positive). The local
nonlinear shift compensates this detuning leading to a local
resonance and to the formation of a stable localized solu-
tion. Here we study the localized solutions associated with
the bistability of the homogeneous solution (|Δeff| >
√
3).
The periodic intracavity index modulation changes the CS
shape (both on the large and the small scale) and modifies
its existence domain. The CSs now represent the envelopes
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Fig. 3 Bloch cavity soliton bifurcating from the first photonic band
depicted by P1 in Fig. 2. (a) Intensity profiles (arb. units) of the bright
BCS at the output of the resonator (upper plot), and the spatial dis-
tributions of the total (forward plus backward) intracavity field (bot-
tom plot), calculated by using model (1) for a focusing nonlinearity
(ξ = 1). (b) Spectrum of BCSs (upper plot) and dispersion relation
of linear waves (bottom plots). Parameters are: m = 0.2, ϕ0 = −0.461
(Δeff = −2.5), H = 2.45 · 10−3 and other parameters as in Fig. 2
of the Bloch modes of the corresponding photonic band. The
appropriate choice of the operating frequency (Δ) fixes the
photonic band of the intracavity PPS. Below we demonstrate
several examples of BCSs bifurcating from different pho-
tonic bands.
Fundamental photonic band and focusing nonlinearity
Figure 3 shows a typical profile of a stable bright BCS
associated with the fundamental (first) photonic band [see
domain P1 in Fig. 2(a)]. The dispersion relation of linear
waves, i.e. the dependence of their resonance frequency
Δres on the transverse wave vector kx , deviates drastically
from the parabolic shape appearing in homogeneous media
in the paraxial approximation. The fourth-order diffraction
term plays an important role. As a result the spectrum of
the BCS can overlap partially with that of linear dispersive
waves leading to their resonant excitation and to the forma-
tion of narrow side-resonances (±ktail) in the BCS spectrum
[Fig. 3(b)]. This resonance radiation has a similar origin as
the Cherenkov radiation of solitons in fibers [42] resulting in
exponentially decaying spatially oscillating tails of the BCS
profile. The major part of the BCS spectrum is confined be-
tween two local maxima of the dispersion relation of linear
dispersive waves [interval Δk Fig. 3(b)]. Indeed, very nar-
row BCS will lose much energy due to the radiation into dis-
persive linear waves until its spectral width becomes smaller
than Δk. This value determines the maximal spectral width
and thus the minimal size of BCSs for these parameters (see
[35]). We will discuss this mechanism in detail below. Note
that the BCS remains stable and localized in spite of the fact
that the operating frequency belongs to the photonic band of
the intracavity PPS. This feature is particular for dissipative
solitons (for an example see [33]).
Fig. 4 Intensity profiles (arb. units) (a) and spectrum (b—top) of the
bright gap Bloch cavity soliton originating from the third photonic
band of the PPS and derived from model (1) for a focusing non-
linearity (ξ = 1). This BCS exists in the domain depicted by P2 in
Fig. 2(b) for the parameters m = 0.5, φ = −0.138 (Δeff = −2.5) and
H = 3.5 × 10−3. Other parameters as in Fig. 2. (b—bottom) shows the
location of the soliton in the dispersion relation below the third band
Gap Bloch CS existing between the second and the third
photonic bands
Tuning the operating frequency slightly below the third pho-
tonic band (again Δeff < −
√
3) a gap BCS existing between
the second and third photonic band can be excited [see P2 in
Fig. 2(b)]. The curvature and, thus, the effective diffraction
coefficient (|D(2)|) of the dispersion curve associated with
the third photonic band is much larger than for the funda-
mental band. As a result, this BCS is much broader than
the BCS associated with the fundamental photonic band
(Fig. 4). The inset in Fig. 4(a) shows the Bloch waves as-
sociated with the third photonic band in the background of
BCSs. Note that similar gap BCSs exist for a defocussing
nonlinearity as well. There the BCS bifurcates from the sec-
ond photonic band.
Fundamental photonic band and defocussing nonlinearity
When the index modulation becomes larger, the resonator
diffraction changes its sign and becomes negative [19], and
BCSs cease to exist for a focusing nonlinearity [domain
depicted by P1 in Fig. 2(b)]. In the opposite (anomalous)
diffraction regime, stable bright CSs are possible only for a
defocussing nonlinearity (ξ < 0), as confirmed by our nu-
merical studies (see Fig. 5). The effective detuning from the
corresponding linear resonance Δeff >
√
3 has to be positive
for the defocussing case. Several small peaks in the spec-
trum of this BCSs point out the resonances with the linear
dispersive waves and Cherenkov radiation into other pho-
tonic bands and longitudinal resonances.
In fact, to observe the diffraction managed solitons in the
weak-contrast PPS very long periods of the modulation are
required (about 10λ in the transverse and 1000λ in the longi-
tudinal direction). The advantage of the diffraction managed
soliton (the possibility to reduce the width), is counteracted
by the relatively large scale of the modulation. In order to
exploit the diffraction management at most also the modu-
lation should be on the smallest possible spatial scale. This
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Fig. 5 Intensity profile (arb. units) (a) and spectrum (b—top) of a
bright Bloch cavity soliton at the output of the resonator, and the spatial
distributions of the total (forward plus backward) intracavity field (bot-
tom plots), calculated from model (1) for a defocussing nonlinearity
(ξ = −1). This BCS exists in the domain depicted by P1 in Fig. 2(b).
Parameters are: m = 0.5, φ = −1.893 (Δeff = 2.5), the other ones are
given in the caption to Fig. 2. (b—bottom) shows the location of the
soliton in the dispersion relation above the first band and its interaction
with dispersive waves stemming from other bands and other longitudi-
nal resonances
leads to the idea of spatial solitons in resonators with intra-
cavity photonic crystals (PhCs), where the index modulation
is on the wavelength scale [Fig. 1(b)]. The direct confirma-
tion of this idea cannot be performed in the frame of the
equations for the slowly varying amplitudes (1). In the next
paragraph we study the dynamics of light in a nonlinear PhC
microresonator (strong modulation with wavelength-scale
periodicity) by means of a direct simulation of Maxwell’s
equations.
5 All-photonic crystal nonlinear resonator
The configuration is displayed in Fig. 1(b). In order to keep
the computation time within a reasonable amount, here we
consider a 2D effective index distribution of the membrane
(air holes in ε = 12.25, radius of the holes is r = 0.12 μm,
period of the cavity PhC a = 0.3 μm (rotated by 45◦), of
the mirror PhCs 0.67
√
2a in z direction and ax =
√
2a in
x direction, cf. also [38, 43]). Apart from possible out-of-
plane losses which reduces the quality factor of the cavity
results should also hold for a membrane. In our geometry
also the mirrors are a photonic crystal. This allows for inte-
grated fabrication and easy tuning of parameters such as the
cavity length and mirror reflectivity and thus, the resonance
frequencies and quality factor. We consider here the (more
complicated) TE-case, i.e., the non-vanishing field compo-
nents in the (x, z)-plane are Ex , Ez, and Hy .
As mentioned already, instead of using an envelope
approach, in the following Maxwell’s equations are di-
rectly solved without approximation by means of a non-
linear version of the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
method [44], allowing also for the treatment of structures
with strong dielectric modulation.
Fig. 6 Transmittance of the linear resonator as shown in Fig. 1(b) as
a function of the perpendicular wave vector (in terms of the perpen-
dicular lattice vector Gx =
√
2π/a) and the frequency. a is the lattice
constant of the interior square lattice PhC [43]. The dashed lines are
fourth-order polynomial fits
In the time domain, Maxwell’s equations with a Kerr-
nonlinearity are
∇ × H(r, t) = ∂D(r, t)
∂t
,
∇ × E(r, t) = −μ0 ∂H(r, t)
∂t
,
D(r, t) = ε0ε(r)E(r, t) + ε0χ(3)(r)|E(r, t)|2E(r, t) (11)
where E and H are the electric and magnetic fields, ε0 and
μ0 the permittivity and permeability constants, ε is the rel-
ative permittivity, and χ(3) is the nonlinear coefficient. Note
that within the FDTD method, for appropriate initial con-
ditions, the divergence equations are automatically fulfilled
for all times. Both the linear and nonlinear response are in-
stantaneous, i.e., material dispersion effects are neglected.
Note also that the nonlinear coefficient can be scaled out.
The linear and nonlinear properties of the resonator for
plane wave incident fields are described in [38] and [43],
respectively. In the latter the occurrence of bistability as a
prerequisite for the existence of BCSs is discussed. To have
bistability the cavity must be sufficiently detuned from a res-
onance frequency (see also below). It was shown that self-
guiding of the cavity PhC (flat region of the iso-frequency
curve) allows for an almost angle-independent bistability for
oblique incidence because the cavity detuning for fixed fre-
quency remains almost unchanged [43]. This holds also for
the TM-case.
From Fig. 6 three different Fabry–Pérot resonances can
be identified: ω1, ω2, ω3 (in the following, resonance wave-
lengths will be given for normal incidence, kx = 0). For
these different resonances the photonic crystal changes its
dispersion properties, i.e., the dependence of the resonance
frequency on the transverse Bloch vector of the intracavity
Bloch waves. The first resonance at ω1 (corresponding to
a λres = 1.55867 μm) with a leading second-order term of
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Fig. 7 The effective diffraction coefficients D(2) (a) and D(4) (b)
vs. the normalized frequency. The vertical black line marks the
zero-diffraction regime
the dispersion relation complies with the usual cavity (nor-
mal diffraction or positive D(2)). In the second case, ω2, at
λres = 1.50971 μm the next, fourth-order term (D(4)) of the
dispersion relation has to be included since this term prevails
over the second-order term (D(2)) for |kx/Gx | > 0.1. For
|kx/Gx | < 0.1 the diffraction is normal. In the third case,
ω3, at λres = 1.46416 μm the leading term of the dispersion
relation is fourth-order (vanishing D(2)) with the same sign
as in case ω2.
Note that the values of the Fabry–Pérot resonances can
be tuned by means of a proper design of the resonator
length L. Therefore any intermediate values of the operat-
ing frequency with desired dispersive properties are acces-
sible. Figure 7 shows the second- (D(2)) and fourth- (D(4))
order dispersion terms of the intracavity photonic crystal in
dependence on the operating frequency.
6 Bloch cavity solitons in all-photonic crystal resonator
In this paragraph we identify different types of BCSs sup-
ported by a focusing or defocussing nonlinearity and we
prove that extremely small-width solitons can exist. Pump-
ing the cavity homogeneously sufficiently detuned from a
resonance frequency and adding a spatio-temporal Gaussian
to the pump BCSs can be excited. In our numerical exper-
iments a source is added to Hy . Usually the homogeneous
pump amplitude is within a range included in the region of
bistability. Since CSs typically have a finite homogeneous
plane wave (in our case Bloch wave) background this one
has to be stable for them to exist. All non-zero field com-
ponents of a stable Bloch cavity soliton of case ω1 are dis-
played in Fig. 8. BCSs exist in and near the domain of bista-
bility. Adding a sufficiently phase-shifted spatio-temporal
Gaussian to the homogeneous pump, the BCS can be erased
again.
In Fig. 9(a), (b) the profiles from the introduced mean-
field (8) approach are compared to the direct approach for
the examples of cases ω2 and ω3. There is excellent agree-
ment between the two approaches, thus confirming that the
Fig. 8 (a) Hy , (b) Ex , and (c) Ez components of the field of a BCS
(case ω1) for Δeff = −3 and
√|χ(3)|Hy,in = 0.00022 A/V. Displayed
is the absolute value of the fundamental component of the time Fourier
series of the real field amplitudes. The computing window comprises
99 periods
√
2a in x direction
Fig. 9 Comparison of BCSs from the direct approach (black filled line,
slice along the x direction within the cavity) and the mean field model
(red thick line). Scaling refers to the latter one (ax =
√
2a). (a) case ω2
for Δeff = −3, (b) case ω3 for Δeff = 3, and (c) case ω4 for Δeff = −3.
The dashed line in (c) is a solution of the homogeneous cavity
mean-field approach can be used also for PhCs with a large
modulation, provided that it is based on Bloch modes. As
discussed in Sect. 4 the fourth-order diffraction term leads to
radiating tails similar to Cherenkov radiation [cf. Fig. 9(a)]
caused by resonant linear coupling (see also [35]).
Because in the third case, ω3, at λres = 1.46416 μm,
the leading term of the dispersion relation is fourth-order
(anomalous fourth-order diffraction), to have cavity solitons
the nonlinearity has to be defocussing [cf. Fig. 9(b)]. In case
ω3 self-guiding of the cavity PhC is optimal. As mentioned
above, particularly here there is a wide range of bistability
for fixed detuning increasing the angle of incidence. This
range applies likewise to the constancy of the cavity qual-
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ity factor. The width of the resonances corresponds to qual-
ity factors Q = 2240 (ω2) and Q = 2370 (ω3) (see Fig. 6).
The quality factors can be adjusted easily adding and remov-
ing rows of holes to and from the PhC mirrors. The mini-
mum time to excite a BCS (decay of transient oscillations)
is around 10 ps. Unlike in the mean-field model the switch-
ing time can be read off directly from the simulation.
An important issue, e.g., for possible applications, are the
pump power and the width of BCS. Both should be as small
as possible. To have a small external pump intensity Ip the
quality factor has to be large (Ip ∼ 1/TQ2 with the single
mirror intensity transmissivity T ). But on the other hand, for
the purpose of fast all-optical switching, the photon lifetime
and thus the quality factor should be small. The dependence
here is only linear. Assuming for instance a maximum ac-
ceptable photon lifetime τph = 15 ps (switching frequency
of order 0.1 THz) corresponds to a quality factor around
Q = 10000.
Toward a more optimal design of our all-PhC cavity we
proceed as follows. First, adding two rows of holes to the
PhC mirrors of the resonator increases the quality factor
of the cavity to Q = 9840. Second, the cavity length L is
increased by adding one row of holes. This shifts the res-
onance frequency and hence, changes the diffraction from
anomalous to normal, with a small leading second-order
term retaining the self-guiding mechanism. We refer to this
design with resonance wavelength λres = 1.47912 μm as
case ω4. In Fig. 9(c) a BCS solution of the direct approach
is compared to the mean-field model and the homogeneous
cavity. It can be seen that compared to the homogeneous
cavity case (dashed line) the soliton is significantly nar-
rower. We note that this width corresponds to the free-space
wavelength. The amplitude of the switching pulse is of the
same order as the plane wave pump. But due to the high Q
the switching time in case ω4 is four times higher than in
case ω2.
In the direct approach it is easy to determine the pump
power. Here the fields are scaled in terms of
√|χ(3)|.
For the optimal case ω4 of Fig. 9(c) for example the
amplitude of the incident plane wave is around Hy,in =
3.8 × 10−5/√|χ(3)|A/V. From this the time averaged lon-
gitudinal Poynting vector (pump intensity) is Ip = 〈Sz〉 =√
μ0/(ε0ε)H 2y,in/2. For the compound semiconductor GaAs
with χ(3) = 1.4 × 10−18 m2 V−2 this gives Ip =
5.5 MW cm−2. For an experimental realization in an air-
suspended membrane of a thickness of 0.3 μm for a suffi-
ciently broad Gaussian (10 solitons widths) pump beam a
power of several 100 mW is required.
7 Width of Bloch cavity solitons
A high-quality factor cavity allows for low-threshold nonlin-
ear effects. However, it exhibits relatively large net diffrac-
tion resulting in a large width of BCSs. In this section we
present a comprehensive study of the BCS width depend-
ing on the normalized operating frequency (ω0a/2πc =
a/λ). The operating frequency fixes the effective diffrac-
tion/dispersion properties of the propagating Bloch waves
(see Fig. 7) and, as a consequence, determines the spa-
tial profile of the BCSs. To get a deeper insight into the
underlying physics and in order to develop some analyt-
ical approximations we will use the modified mean-field
model (8). Such analysis was done already for the BCS’s
width in the case of the weak-contrast PPS resonator [35].
Note that using a similar model Gelens et al. [13] inves-
tigated the minimal size of spatially localized solutions in
an optical microresonator containing a metamaterial layer.
They approximated the CS width as a period length of a
spatially periodic pattern forming on a modulationally un-
stable homogeneous background. This analysis is especially
well suited for CSs bifurcating from the edge of modula-
tional instability of a homogeneous solution in the monos-
table regime (|Δeff| <
√
3). Here we consider the localized
solution coexisting with bistability of the homogeneous so-
lution (|Δeff| >
√
3).
The existence of bright BCSs in the focusing case (δ > 0)
with negative cavity detuning (Δeff < −
√
3) is evident for
small frequencies where the parabolic term (D(2)) is the
leading diffraction term (Fig. 7). For an increasing operating
frequency the BCSs become narrower (see Fig. 10). Indeed
the effective net diffraction of the cavity D(2) decreases with
increasing frequency ω0, and even changes the sign after
the inflection point (vanishing D(2)). If the parabolic term is
the leading one for the net diffraction, the BCS width sim-
ply scales with the square root of the effective second-order
Fig. 10 The width of BCSs (normalized to the value ax ) vs. nor-
malized frequency for Q = 9840. The vertical black line marks the
zero-diffraction regime. Far from this zero-diffraction point the BCS
width scales with the effective second-order diffraction coefficient (12)
depicted by red dashed lines. In accordance with (13) the dashed dot-
ted (black) line depicts the minimal soliton width. The region left of
the zero-diffraction regime corresponds to normal diffraction and fo-
cusing nonlinearity: δ = 1 for Δeff = −3. The region to the right is the
case of anomalous (inverted) diffraction and defocussing nonlinearity:
δ = −1 for Δeff = 3
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diffraction coefficient as
W(ω0) = W0
√
|D(2)(ω0)|Q, (12)
where W0 is some normalization value. As the photon life-
time, the width of cavity solitons also increases with Q.
Relation (12) confirms that the BCS width should decrease
with increasing ω0 (in the focusing region) and gives a good
estimate for small frequencies ω0 (Fig. 10). Note that simi-
lar to conventional CSs (see for instance [12, 13]) the BCS
width depends on the effective cavity detuning Δeff which
scales with the distance of the operating frequency to the
nearest resonance frequency. Therefore, in Fig. 10 we de-
pict the dependence of the BCS width (“full width at half
maximum”—FWHM) on the frequency keeping the effec-
tive cavity detuning Δeff fixed (by changing the cavity to
readjust the cavity resonance).
The approximation of (12) fails as soon as the next-order
(fourth-order) diffraction term plays a significant role for the
formation of the BCS profile. As a result the BCS width at-
tains a minimum not exactly at the zero-diffraction (inflec-
tion) point but for essentially smaller frequency (Fig. 10).
Indeed, due to the interplay between second- and fourth-
order diffraction the dispersion relation possesses two max-
ima at symmetric transverse wave vectors. As was shown
in the weak-contrast case [35], the maximal spectral width
of BCS has to be bound between two maxima because of
the strong Cherenkov radiation. Due to the resonance be-
tween BCS and linear modes the BCS tails are modulated
on a large transverse extension [see Fig. 9(a), (c)]. As a re-
sult the minimal width of the BCSs accessible for the given
PPS can be approximated by the relation
Wmin(ω0) ≈ 4 · ln 2
√
2D(4)(ω0)/D(2)(ω0). (13)
This mechanism (13) explains the sharp growth of the BCS
width in the vicinity of the zero-diffraction point and that
BCSs cease to exist for D(2) → 0 (Fig. 10). Note that the
bifurcation analysis of periodic patterns gives similar results
for the typical size of localized structures [13].
The whole picture changes qualitatively beyond the zero-
diffraction point, where the effective (second-order) diffrac-
tion changes its sign [as evident from the dispersion curves
in Fig. 7(a)]. Bright BCSs cease to exist for a focusing non-
linearity just before the zero-diffraction point, however, they
reappear for a defocussing nonlinearity and positive effec-
tive cavity detuning. The substantial reduction of the BCS
width can be seen in Fig. 10. If the fourth-order D(4) diffrac-
tion term is leading the BCS width simply scales as
W(ω0) = W0 4
√
D(4)(ω0)Q . (14)
But here the cavity filled with a nonlinear PhC has an advan-
tage. For a cavity filled with a homogeneous nonlinear mate-
rial the scaling of the width in terms of Q is like
√
Q. In the
defocussing case ω3 it scales only like 4
√
Q which is due to
self-guiding. The second-order diffraction term determines
the width and the shape of the BCSs sufficiently far from
the zero-diffraction point and, therefore, the BCS width can
be estimated again by (12) (D(2)(ω0) < 0). Note that unlike
in the case of normal diffraction the defocussing nonlinear-
ity supports bright BCSs even at the zero-diffraction point
(vertical line in Fig. 10).
8 Conclusions
In conclusion, we investigated different types of Bloch
cavity solitons in nonlinear resonators with a genuine 2D
periodic modulation of the refractive index. The coexis-
tence of solitons bifurcating from different Bloch dispersion
branches was shown. In order to analyze the properties of the
BCS and to gain analytical insight we developed a modified
mean-field model for a weak-contrast intracavity PPS, based
on the paraxial round-trip model. We analyzed the proper-
ties of BCS in the vicinity of the zero-diffraction regime. In
particular, bright BCSs become infinitely broad close to the
zero-diffraction point for a focusing nonlinearity, whereas
a defocussing nonlinearity supports narrow BCS. We iden-
tified branches of Bloch cavity solitons in an all-photonic
crystal resonator for different types of resonances solving
Maxwell’s equations directly. The validity of a mean-field
model based on Bloch modes was confirmed even for a large
modulation of the PhC. Width and pump power of the BCSs
were optimized adjusting the quality factor and the length of
the cavity.
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